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The window of opportunity is up on us...
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Geothermica

continued cooperation

Creating a European research & innovation framework

• organize and pool national financial and human resources as well as national research infrastructures, to accelerate research and innovation.

• Building on relationships with industry and researchers and bridge the gap between research and the market with innovative solutions.

• Focus on what is often called “deep” geothermal energy. The scope includes the integration of geothermal reservoirs into novel energy system concepts (e.g. use of reservoirs for energy storage, CO2 storage, integration with near-surface geothermal applications).
To be good at football you need a lot of practice from young age
Iceland vs the Netherlands

Iceland won both matches
Iceland vs the Netherlands

What is the reason for this?

But the main reason!!
Geothermal – of course !!!

Geothermally heated outdoor and indoor football fields are the key to success